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BASW England response to The College of Social Work’s 

Consultation for A National System for Validating ASYE schemes. 

As the ASYE scheme becomes more embedded in social work practice and more and more NQSWs 

access a variety of schemes across the country, the concept of standardising ASYE and validating the 

approach to support, learning opportunities and assessment within the programme to ensure 

consistency to all NQSWs is generally welcomed by BASW England. 

While recognising the national push to implement the both the Child & Family Knowledge & Skills 

statement and the Adults  Knowledge & Skills statement (once it has been approved following the 

recent consultation period) BASW England Professional Development Reference Group have 

expressed some concerns: 

Generally, a national validation scheme would be helpful if it was a scheme that assessed against 

one set of expectations but at present this does not seem to be clear with its narrow focus on ASYE 

and the need to reference both the PCF and KSS. 

Learning & Development leads involved in ASYE schemes suggest that they are struggling to ensure 

the KSS and the PCF sit neatly together in the assessment framework of ASYE and express concern 

about their incompatibility. It is hoped that a review of the PCF will ensure that the new KSSs can be 

interlinked in any ASYE scheme without having too much focus on two separate tools but meantime 

the expectations on delivery is high.  

A major concern of the proposed validating scheme is that it does not appear to take into 

account NQSWs not in a LA/statutory setting. Despite the changing government agenda and 

the approach to increased outsourcing, it is believed that NQSWs working within PVI 

settings may be being neglected and even excluded. Agency workers, a significant part of 

our social work workforce, have very little opportunity to undertake the programme or 

achieve KSS under current and/or future arrangements. This seems discriminatory to 

impose all these standards of expectations on LA employees only, even if the aim is 

‘professional standards’ across the board:   

“The reality it is discriminatory, as NQSWs will still not be supported nor get the right ASYE 

introduction within PVIs”. 

Moreover, it would appear that there is an underlying agenda here of doubting the 

standards of the learning and development/workforce development teams implementing 

the ASYE, why not any other social work training, supervision, PEPS etc.? There is an 

assumption existing standards are not good enough for ASYE:  
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“Why select ASYE for QA, if there is really a problem with standards of workforce 

development, surely there is a need for QA  across all levels of professional CPD and 

examination of workforce/ learning development- surely this is where the delivery is at, and 

whether we are effective or not? So should we be the ones tested? However, there is no 

robust framework for checking experienced and advanced practitioners, assessors, 

educators etc – which is why we are pleased that BASW UK is exploring the HEA fellowship 

model for PEs. NQSWs are fed up of feeling ‘picked on’ after 3 years of training and 

assessment, to then face risk of career, and degree being for nothing. Why not focus on PEs 

passing students and universities at the earlier level- seems very muddled. ASYE has done 

well, but does not need further obstacles, and goal posts moving yet again.” 

There is a belief that the standards were lowered by Skills for Care when they said anyone 

can be a Practice Assessor, if an experienced social worker. Therein lays a problem, these 

PAs, responsible for a significant element of NQSW development, are not trained to assess 

against PCF or any other competency framework, nor taught to assess and develop learning 

needs and interventions, have not been taught adult learning theory, assessing practice and 

giving developmental feedback. On top of this a NQSW can be deemed ‘not good enough’ 

but we would question the equality of this if they have had a succession of agency managers 

who are not trained in assessing performance using the PCF etc? BASW England believes 

PAs should be trained in assessment and measuring of skills against a framework, with the 

ability to evidence critically reflective supervision, teaching skills etc. Some Local Authorities 

use qualified PEs/ PAs to undertake the ASYE role, but it is believed this is not standard 

across the country.  

“I just don’t see why further changes are required to a system that works, is robust and 

transparent here.” 

Also there is the added responsibility on employers of performance management, and if 

whilst on probation or in their first year a NQSW does not perform safely their roles and 

functions will face capability procedures, or disciplinary procedures depending on the issue, 

as would other staff. This therefore suggests that there is a double management of ASYE, 

who are managed by employers, and if they pass the year, the employer has been satisfied 

with work performance.  

“I am disappointed there are more layers being imposed to something that does not require 

it and feel for the NQSWs who are now feeling under significant pressure, bordering on 

harassment. Where is the support, the S in ASYE?” 

If the validation process goes ahead how will organisations, particularly learning & development 

leads be motivated to apply to validate their scheme and if will this be at a cost? Should this not 

have been considered at the onset of early implementation of the ASYE rather than a retrospective 

step? 
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Within this paper there is also a lack of clarity as to whether  this approach applies specifically to 

adult social work (Skills for Care involvement)  or is the aim to transfer this to all ASYE programmes? 

Will the testing agenda for ASYEs not be used as a validation method within children’s services?  

 “The problem is getting very fragmented and there is little help/ direction for those of us trying to 

deliver it. The validation process seems over kill- we already implement a model like Skills for Care 

model 1 so do not want to change and move to a central process, or have a national expert panel- 

who would they get to do this? We already are experts in our own regions, as we do the practice.” 

 

In response to the set consultation questions we offer the following : 

Consultation question 1. 

Does the endorsement process as described strike the right balance of rigour and manageability? If 

you think not, please suggest how this balance might be better achieved. 

When can an organisation apply for validation? How long after their scheme is up and running? How 

much will this cost the organisation? For some organisations this will mean far more bureaucracy 

and will the end gain be an asset to their social workers. The right rigour and manageability may be 

in place but such a random sample on such a pressurised work force may not be the best result. 

Consultation question 2. 

Are the criteria outlined in Appendix 1 relevant and sufficient? Are there any additions that should 

be made, or any criteria that are unnecessary? 

DIMENSION B1: Audience 

Welcome publication and availability of material to ensure NQSW understanding and expectations of 

the ASYE scheme. To ensure ownership of the scheme, NQSWs need to be extremely clear of what 

the scheme is about. 

 

DIMENSION B2: Teaching and Learning 

Service users and carers have been involved in agreeing the content of the ASYE – should this not 

encourage participation within programme of service users and carers rather than refer to 

peripheral engagement? 

 

DIMENSION B3: Assessment  

An appeals system is in place for newly qualified social workers to challenge employers’ assessment 

decisions on the outcome of the ASYE programme where appropriate – who would do this? An 

‘outside the organisation’ role is needed? 

Consultation question 3. 

Some of the criteria outlined in Appendix 1 have guidance on their interpretation (in italics). Is the 

guidance helpful, sufficient and necessary? If not, please indicate where, and what, amendments are 

necessary to the guidance. 
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This is ok. 

Consultation question 4. 

Do the annual monitoring requirements strike the right balance of collecting sufficient information  

for TCSW to judge whether the providers of ASYE are applying consistent and high standards, and 

manageability for providers in reporting monitoring information? If not what amendments would 

you suggest? 

What is the purpose of this? Does this mirror the standards for other TCSW CPD accreditation? 

What will happen if papers are not submitted? BASW England is concerned about the added 

pressure of more bureaucracy on the existing often highly pressurised learning & development staff.  

How would an organisation lose their validation from TCSW?  

Consultation question 5. 

Are the proposed visits likely to be of value in further improving quality of ASYE? If not, what would 

you suggest in their place? 

Not sure of how beneficial such visits would be. Efforts should be concentrated on acquiring 

anonymous feedback from all stakeholders at relevant time intervals. Consideration has to be made 

as how to make acquisition of material easy and achievable, eg use of electronic portfolios etc. 

In conclusion BASW England has found this difficult to support fully as there are clearly some issues 

which are unclear and need addressing. We hope the included comments are helpful. 

 

Sue Kent – Professional Officer, on behalf of BASW England Professional Development Reference 

Group 

February 2015 
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